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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Welcome to the Supplemental ERAS Q&A Drop-in Session hosted by the Career Advising Office. My name is Linh, my pronouns are she/her and one of your 3 School of Medicine Career Advisors. We’ll be here for an hour to answer your questions about ERAS and your application. While you are thinking of questions, we will be presenting a series of slides with resources and key concepts to frame your Supplemental ERAS application. We'll pause at each section to see if you have questions. You can unmute yourselves or put in your question via the chat function throughout this drop-in time. Feel free to leave the session if you feel like your questions have been addressed. To start us off, I'd like to invite my colleague, Tonja to introduce herself. 



SUPPLEMENTAL 
ERAS APPLICATION TIMELINE

Activity Date
Supplemental ERAS 
application opens

August 1

Reminders sent from AAMC August 25
September 8
September 15

Supplemental ERAS 
Application CLOSES

September 16 at 2 p.m. PT

Available to program directors September 28 at 6am PT

Supplemental Application deadline is 9/16 at 1:59pm PT

myERAS application deadline is 9/28 at 5:59am PT

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Timelines are confusing 2 systems – 2 timelines



ACCESSING RESOURCES

• 8/1/22 Email from ERAS 
Communications:

• Contains your personalized link to 
access the supplemental application

• UWSOM Residency Season 
Newsletter – see newsletter archive

Preparation Resources
students-residents.aamc.org/applying-residencies-eras/preparation-
resources-residency-applicants

• Supplemental ERAS Application Guide
• Supplemental ERAS Application Worksheet
• Webinar Recordings

Participating Program List
students-residents.aamc.org/applying-residencies-eras/programs-
participating-supplemental-eras-application

FAQ
students-residents.aamc.org/applying-residencies-eras/supplemental-
eras-application-faq

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Strongly encourage you to watch the recordings on the preparation resource page. Many specialties are also doing webinars (either at UW or at national level)The Application Guide is very good and walks you through the supplemental application, including data highlights from 2022. Note the Worksheet.Participating program list is finalizedWe have additional supports listed at the end of today's session

https://education.uwmedicine.org/career-advising/applying-to-residency/newsletter-archive/
https://students-residents.aamc.org/applying-residencies-eras/preparation-resources-residency-applicants
https://students-residents.aamc.org/applying-residencies-eras/programs-participating-supplemental-eras-application
https://students-residents.aamc.org/applying-residencies-eras/supplemental-eras-application-faq


Didn't Receive A Link to the Supplemental?

• 3,500 applicants opted out of receiving all emails from the AAMC.

• These students did not receive:

 the 8/1/22 email with their unique invitation code.

 any information and resources from ERAS Communications.

• Action item in 8/5/22 email will solve the issue.

Check Your Email from AAMC on 8/5/22

Subject: Action Needed to Ensure You Receive Important Emails Regarding Your ERAS 
Application

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
3,500 applicants nationally opted out of receiving all emails from the AAMC. 



Structure of Supplemental ERAS Application

• Three sections:
• Past Experiences
• Geographic Preferences
• Program Signals

• All sections and questions are optional -
optimize the opportunity

• Free stand-alone application
• Submit via a different website than myERAS

Programs receive Supplemental 
at the same time as myERAS
application:

• One package of information 
downloaded together

• Complementary vs redundant

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The supplemental application is separate and distinct from the standard MyERAS application. Not all programs have opted into the using the supplemental. Your participation in the supplemental application is optional. However we encourage you not to waste an opportunity to share with programs additional information that will help them get to know you. It will be administered online and consists of three sections:• Past Experiences• Geographic Preferences• Program SignalsThink about this app as being complementary to other info included in other aspects of your application. How can you highlight new information, or go deeper with your experiences to help programs get to know you, what motivates you, and what you are passionate about. It is to your advantage to be authentic and honest to help ensure that program directors can effectively evaluate whether you will thrive in their programs.Today we will NOT be discussing the intricacies of the supplemental. Use the AAMC provided resources – we cover on next slide and your Specialty Career Advisor for specialty-specific strategy



Potential Benefits

From the Council on Medical Student Education in Pediatrics July 6, 2022 Webinar

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
2022 Data indicates:More than 50% of respondents believed preference signals may help applicants be noticed by programs they have the most interest inThe top factors applicants considered when signaling were: Alignment of program strengths with career interests (67%)Location of program/geographic preference (66%)Strength of the program’s clinical training (54%)PDs used and saw value in preference signalsMost PDs reported using signals as part of the holistic process to invite applicants to interview (95%-96%) and as a tiebreaker for deciding whom to invite to interview (84%-94%)75% of PDs reported that preference signals helped them identify applicants they would otherwise have overlooked



Meaningful Experiences: 300 Character Essay

Experience Type
•Position and Organization
•Start and End Dates

•Ongoing
•Frequency of Participation
•Setting

From the AAMC ERAS Supplemental Overview May 19, 2022 Webinar

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The past experiences section is intended to help you communicate what is most important or has most affected you and the specific qualities you will bring to a residency program. It gives program directors a more complete picture of all applicants. Identify up to five meaningful experiences. For each experience you will be asked to: Provide descriptive information, including position title, organization name, approximate start and end dates, frequency of participation, and setting. Select an experience type, primary focus area, and key characteristic.Write a short 300 character essay.Common themes in meaningful experiencesEducation/training (13%-22%).�o Research (14%-23%).�o Volunteer/service/advocacy (22%-27%).�o Work (11%-19%).EM and OBGYN programs will not receive this information – they are specialties that are only signaling 2022 DATA:- Most applicants submitted four or five meaningful experiences. - Applicants submitted a variety of experience types. -  Some experiences were clinical and others that were not. - Some occurred prior to and during medical school.



Meaningful Experiences: Writing Tips

From the Alliance for Academic Internal Medicine July 28, 2022 Webinar

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Past experiences should complement the other parts of your application. Ideally, your meaningful experience essays and other impactful experience essay should not repeat information from your MSPE Noteworthy Characteristics and personal statement. While there may be overlap in the experiences mentioned across the application, consider how to provide additional insight or emphasize how these experiences have shaped who you are and what is important to you.



From the Alliance for Academic Internal Medicine July 28, 2022 Webinar

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the Other Impactful Experiences Essay section, share any other impactful experiences that affected your journey to residency not otherwise fully described in your PS, MSPE, Letters or CV. This question is not intended for all applicants. Approximately 30% of applicants did not reply to this question in the 2022 ERAS cycle. So programs do not expect something written in this section for all applicants. Carefully consider whether this question is applicable to you and if you should respond to this question. �



Other Impactful Experiences Essay: 
Topic Examples

•Financial Hardships I.e., Worked to support family growing up

•Life Circumstances: Serious life challenge, illness, passing of a family member, serving as caregiver while 
working or in school

•Family background: First generation to higher education or in medicine

•Educational Experiences: Limited access to advisors and mentors

•Community Setting: Food scarcity or lack of access to medical care

From the Council on Medical Student Education in Pediatrics July 6, 2022 Webinar

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As it's an additional opportunity to demonstrate determination and resilience, possible essay topic examples include: Working to support family growing up or serving as caregiver while working or in schoolSerious life challenge, illness, passing of a family memberBeing a First generation student or having limited access to advisors and mentorsOr perhaps you saw the community, your neighbors or family members experience food scarcity or lack of access to medical carePDs talk about this one as addressing "distance travelled." Meaning was there a factor in your background that made it a longer distance for you to get to medical school and to where you are today.



Geographic Preferences
• Division Preferences

• 9 U.S. Census divisions

• Setting Preference
• Rural: population of 2,500 

or less
• Urban: population of 45,000 

or more
• Top 200 cities have 

populations of 50,000+

From the Alliance for Academic Internal Medicine July 28, 2022 Webinar

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The geographic preferences section is designed to give applicants the opportunity to communicate their preference or lack of preference for particular geographic divisions and urban or rural settings.In the division preference, you will be asked to select up to three geographic divisions you prefer or indicate that you do not have a preference. You will also have an opportunity to explain your selection. In your setting preference, you will be asked to indicate a degree of preference for an urban or rural setting or indicate that you do not have a preference. You will also have an opportunity to explain your preference or lack of preference. Interesting to note that the Supplemental considers rural as a population of 2500 or less. You can do a little digging, but we imagine most of the residency programs you have on your list are in urban outside of a few programs in family medicine and perhaps IM community programs. But just check the population centers in your list of programs you have identified so far and that should help you with your answer.For geographic division preference: • If you indicate a preference for a division, your preference for that division and corresponding essay will be shared only with programs in that division. Your preference for that division will not be shared with programs outside that division. • If you indicate “I do not have a division preference,” this selection and corresponding essay will be shared with all programs. • If you do not respond to the question, no division preference information will be shared with any programs. For setting preference, if you indicate a preference or lack of preference for setting, your preference (or lack of preference) and corresponding essay will be shared with all programs2022 DataApproximately half of applicants indicated a preference for three divisions. - Approximately one third of applicants indicated no division preference. - Most applicants (67%) included a short essay to describe their geographic preference.



Program Signaling

• Use all signals

• 2022 AAMC Data:
• About 25% of programs received about 50% of the signals
• Value of signals is not equal with all programs; signals may carry less weight w/ top tier 

programs who participate in Supplemental

• Specialty Career Advisors are best resource
• Align your competitiveness & career goals with program competitiveness & goals

• Refer to Specialty Guidance on Signaling Home & Away programs
• Page 19 and 20 in Supplemental ERAS Application Guide
• CHECK with you Specialty Career Advisor regarding UW's preference on home program signaling

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Program signals offer applicants the opportunity to express interest in a residency program at the time of application. Program signals are intended to be used by programs as one of many data points in deciding whom to invite to interview. Applicants will be asked to send signals for each participating specialty to which they intend to apply. The number of available signals varies by specialty. Specialties determined the number of signals based on their goals for signaling, the number of programs, and the average number of applications submitted in their specialty.Participating programs to which you apply will only see your signal if you signal their program. Programs will see no program signal information if you do not signal their program or do not respond to the program signaling question.Programs will be able to filter using program signals and geographic division preferences but not setting preferences.2022 DataDuring the 2022 cycle, on average, applicants who sent a program signal had a higher probability of being invited to interview by Dermatology, General Surgery, and Internal Medicine (Categorical) programs than those who did not send a signal. - However, programs used signals differently. At some programs, sending a signal resulted in a higher probability of interview invitation and at others it had little effect. - As such, sending a program signal generally increased the likelihood of an interview invitation but did not guarantee an interview invitation.Applicants considered the following factors when selecting programs to signal: o Alignment of program strengths with career interests (67%). o Location of program/geographic preference (66%). o Strength of the program’s clinical training (54%). o Program reputation/prestige (45%). o Program culture/resident camaraderie (42%). o Strength of program’s research training (25%). o Advice from faculty or resident mentors (21%).

https://students-residents.aamc.org/media/12326/download?attachment


Application Reminder: Home and Away Programs

Verbiage written on the 
application:

• Nothing indicated (e.g. Anesth)

• You should not signal the program... 
(e.g. Derm)

• Check with your home program to 
determine whether they do 
not want you to send them a signal. 
(e.g. DR and IR)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The application itself has language written regarding how to handle signals for your home and away programs, if applicableAlways check with your SCA on the most current guidance for signaling these programs 



Applying to Two Specialties

• All programs in both specialties will see the same content for meaningful experiences 
and geographic preferencing

• Signals will be different for each specialty

Example Student Applying in Anesthesiology and IM:
•Completes just 1 supplemental

•Both Anesthesiology and IM programs will see the same meaningful experiences/impactful life experience essay

•Both Anesthesiology and IM programs will see the same geographic preferences

•Student will have 5 Anesthesia signals + 7 IM signals

Adapted from the Alliance for Academic Internal Medicine July 28, 2022 Webinar



Supplemental Application Support

• Specialty Career Advisors
• Provide strategy and specialty-specific information

• SOM Career Advisors: Sarah, Linh and Tonja
• Help develop your ideas and brainstorm
• Provide feedback on a draft
• Answer questions and provide general advice
• Use Office Hours, Mon-Thurs, 12-1pm PT or make a 15-min appointment for specific questions

• Technical questions – Refer to ERAS Technical Support Team
• SuppERASApp@aamc.org
• 202-862-6264, Monday-Friday 8-6pm ET

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are no experts on the Supplemental – everyone is doing their best to analyze last year's data and provide their best advice. You may hear conflicting info due to being such a new process.Best resources are from the AAMC web and checking with your Specialty Career Advisor on their general guidance for the specialty. SCAs don't usually review Supp Apps but can answer Qs.some programs may still ask for additional information beyond the Supp App. E.g. a short write up for why they want to live in Minneapolis. Or how they see the training that a program provides as a good fit. Programs requesting they submit a write up on a few questions once they get an interview offer etc. Just a reminder to them to be ready to provide any further information that an individual program may request.

https://uw-phi.zoom.us/j/761975716
https://uwsom-careeradv.12twenty.com/
mailto:SuppERASApp@aamc.org
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